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STEVENS ADVANTAGE security solutions

The Stevens Advantage 6-tumbler dead bolt locking system provides added security and maximum flexibility. Keying is available in key-a-like, key-different and masterkeyed, with 250 in-stock key changes. Over 2000 combinations are available on special order.

- **Core removal feature** allows flexible re-keying by use of the core key. Locks may be easily re-cored with different key combinations without complete lock replacement.

- **Trim bezel and two keys** are included. Keys are double-bit, allowing insertion up or down. Lock face and keys have key number stamp.

- **Diecast lock body** houses lock core mechanism and positive dead bolt sliding tang.

- **6-tumbler system** provides greater security and larger number of key changes.

- **Red core key** allows in-field re-keying without major refurbish and time expense.

- **Blue master key** provides supervisory access.

- **Double-bit grind keys** ensure easy use and insertion.

- **Key-out feature** in both locked and unlocked positions.

- **Key-a-like and key-different applications.**

- **Locks are masterkeyed** for supervision oversight and access.

- **NO MORE** barrel style locks requiring stamped washer and jamb nut.

- **NO MORE** rotating cam stops and fixing screw to loosen.

- **NO MORE** rotating tangs easily bent, loosened or vandalized.